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The present generation, beginning p0rhups 25 y~~rs ago, has often been referred to as a generation of revolution. Certainly one of the most subtle yet pervasive of these in its effect on American culture is the rapidly increasing sophistication and economical use of automatic large-scale information processing systems-commonly called the "computer revolution".
However, the large capital ex~enditures required to make such systems operational, the limited memory capacities of economical machines, and the levels of special expertese required of system designers and (in too many cases) of non-technical would-be users (students, clerks, und businessmen), strongly biased the use of computers during the 50's and early 60's toward solution of tedious numerical problems in science and engineering as well as the bookkeeping chores of business. fhese vrnre activities for r1hich there we::::-e suitably explicit procedures, a high proi.lise of pay-off in either fresh knowledge or a savings in labor costs,and adequate financial backing.
Durinc the 5C's and earl;'/ 60's there also were linguists such as ~ellig i{arris v1ho tried to develop explicit linguistic theories to the degree that even problcus a;,,, difficult aL translation and library cataloginc; could ;Je 11 put on the machine II Quoting Garvin (.1962; 385,6) "ihe purpose of language data collection is to collect linguistic data in a systematic way in order to make them available for convenient inspection by the researcher. rhe most common form of this is the compilation of concordances. .iithout extensive syntactic processing of the text, concordances are limited to the inclusion, together with the word of intere3t, of a specified number of additional words to the left or right in the immediate neighborhood, or of all the words reaching in both directions from the given word to a particular punctuation mark. The usefulness of concordances is unquestioned, but frm1 the researcher's stand1:.ioint they constitute no more than an organized file of raw data.
"A form of language data collection which does :more data processing for the linguistic 1:esearcher than a concordance is the autoaatic comj_.ilation of dictionaries from texts with interlinear translation. i'his is a com1Juter application vrhich to my kno·wledge has not yet been tried, but which it v:ould be relatively simple to implement from a programming standpoint. It consists in effect of not dUCh else than the alphabetizing of every form of the original text together ,·,i th the interlinear translation that goes with it. 1.ssuming that the original has been consistently transcribed, there ,-,ill now be an alphabetic file of the words of the text, and the researcher will be limited to essentially two tasks: 1) to decide how many of the alphabetized words will be part of the same lexical unit and therefore included in the same dictionary entry, and wi1at is to be chosen as the canonical form into dictionary definitions. It is clear that this is merely the beginning of lexicographic work, if more than a simple word list is intended. For more exGensive lexicographic efforts, it might be possible to co:.1bine the lJrogram sugr;ested above with a concordance program where the researcher can use the output to ex~and this dictionary entries b,. the information contained in the concordance.
It is imi.ior-tant in this connection to consider what are the prerequisites for such a computer apylication. J~o be possible at all, language data collection requires a text segmented into words or other units equi val··-nt to words. £his means in e.ffect that the automatic proc·3ssing of (say) medieval manuscri1-1ts without indication of word boundaries vresupposes at least enough pre-editing to insert word boundaries and punctuation. Needless to say, the processing of text recorded fro., nonli terate languages has to meet the same requirement:.:,. In addition, the problem of consistency arises with utmost severity in both cases.
A few years after Garvin's article appea:r;-ed, Lamb
RGould (1964) published some results of their experimentation ,Iith computer-generated concordances. £heir boo~~ itself has 11ot been available to me to date, but a review by Li-rimes (1~65) desc1ibes it in terms that suggest to ,.1e that they may have been influenced by 
ihe linguist may use+-# in any way he sees fit.
They are simply connectors to the system. Space is considered to be a word delimiter, and parentheses as framing stems. If two stems are to be shown in the same word, the first stem may be given as (FIRSTSTElVI)-. 
